Owls class (y2)

English

Friday 23rd April 2021: This week we have been…
We completed some reading tests this week in class and continued to use the book ‘Egg
Box Dragon’. We read on to the section in the book where he comes to life which
then gave us lots of ideas to write Kenning poems about him.

Multiplication and Division:
We have also completed some maths tests this week in class and continued with
multiplication and division revision. In particular, we chose and investigated lots of

Maths

different question cards to find the answer. We were able to use any resources or drawings
to help us as some of the questions used times tables we haven’t yet had to learn!



RE – we continued with our learning on the Islam faith and learnt about the Qu’ran
and what we can learn from Muslim holy words.





News & reminders




Art and DT – we created our very own designs for someone special.
PSHE – We are covering 2 topics this term and so we looked at growing from old to
young and relaxation techniques.
Topic - we have started our new topic on Castles and learnt about Norman castles in
the UK.

Computing – we started to make our own animations using the 2simple software.
PE – Swimming and Cricket – we had our first lesson of kwik cricket and focused on
learning the one handed underarm throwing technique used in fielding.
PE is still on a Monday and Thursday so please could children wear their PE kits on
both of these days. Monday will be swimming and children will need to bring their
swimming kit every Monday. If the pool is not useable for any reason we will do a
games lesson instead. Please remove earrings on PE days.
Reading Records
We have sent home new reading records this term which we would like the children to
continue to use into year 3. We have launched a reading competition in class where
the children are awarded a raffle ticket every time they get an adult signature in their
reading record. We know how much you have to do as parents so we have put the onus
on the children to hand you a pen and be responsible for asking you to sign when they
have read to you. Please don’t worry as this can be done retrospectively if you forget.
Sun hats and sun cream
Summer feels like it has arrived at last and we wold like to be outside as much as we
can. Please remember sun hats and sun cream every day.

